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Highlights from the past

- IEEE Day Event organized with the Past Region 8 Director Kurt Richter as a honorable guest
- Bosnia and Herzegovina Section hosted 101st Region 8 Committee Meeting in Sarajevo
- Section hosted successful workshop "Introduction to Writing Technical Papers" with guest lecturer Past Region 8 Director Kurt Richter
- Computer Society Chapter was sponsoring Award Ceremony for course on Cognitive Robotics with Practical Exercises for students organized in October 2013.
- Section and the SMC Chapter were technical co-sponsors for the XXIV International Conference on Information, Communication and Automation Technologies was held in Sarajevo, Oct.30-Nov.01, 2013. The Conference was technically co-sponsored by IEEE Control Systems Society, IEEE Computer Society and IEEE Systems, Man and Cybernetics Society.
- IAS SB Sarajevo UNSA was officially recognized as the 4th biggest IAS SB in the world and 1st in Europe at the IAS Annual Meeting in Orlando, Florida, USA, October 2013.

Future activities

- Continuation of the Technical English Course for student members
- Annual Section Ceremony with Awards for best Volunteers
- IAS President visit to Bosnia and Herzegovina Section and the IAS SB Sarajevo UNSA - Inviting Distinguished Lecturers and organizing more often technical lectures and workshops with up-to-date topics

Best practices

- IAS SB Chapter organized a 1-semester Course of Technical English for the members of the SB UNSA attracting the highest number of students to join IEEE

Points of concern / Topics for future discussion

- Economic recession affecting membership